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 She enjoys being at the different
athletic events and cheering the
Broncos to victory. Additionally,
coaching prepared her for
establishing open communications
with parents, which has been
essential in dealing with disciplinary
issues but has also made her
appreciative of parent support in
their student’s endeavors. 
Addressing the students, Ms. Conrad
would like to encourage, “Make the
most of the time left, as it is not a
season in life one gets the
opportunity to repeat.” 
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National Love
Your Library
Month was
celebrated in
February! The
Bronco Library
celebrated with a
game to "Guess
How Many"
candies are in the
jar.
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During her eight-year tenure as
assistant principal at SHHS, Ms.
Conrad has guided learning in the
classroom. It is her goal to “see that
our students learn the skills taught to
them in the classroom and take those
skills into the world”. Her role in the
oversight of curriculum and
mentorship of teachers allows her to
see that goal through to completion.  
Although the changes in the way
education is delivered are continual
and sometimes surprising, mentoring
and passing on her experience to the
new teachers is an aspect of her job
she looks forward to most. Currently,
she has the “privilege” of extending
that guiding role into the admin
offices as she mentors Mr. Jones into
an administrative position. 
Ms. Conrad continues to utilize her
experiences from teaching in the
classroom and coaching the
Broncettes in her current position.
The busy pace that hallmarks the
office of an administrator often
demands making quick but reasoned
decisions; in these situations, she
thinks back to the classroom and
what would be best for the teachers
to enhance the learning environment.

Look who guessed the correct
# of candies...

Check out these messages of
library love...

How many hidden
shamrocks can you find??

Madi Parker
120

Actual # of
candies:

121
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How can the
Bronco Library

help YOU?

FCA
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 Visit the school's website & Facebook page for more info.

 

Extra on the

Extra-Curriculars

STUDENT COUNCIL

Mr. Loftin and Mrs. Smith are the
faculty sponsors of FCA or The
Fellowship of Student Athletes,
which is described by both as a
“weekly gathering of students
who are either curious about
Christianity or are wanting to
grow in their relationship with
Christ.” This group meets at 7:10
a.m. every Thursday in the F hall
media room. Mrs. Smith looks
forward to FCA each week as it is
so “encouraging to me as an adult
to see teenagers come,
unashamed, to lead, sing, worship,
and pray.” Every week the group
hosts a volunteer speaker from a
local church. Mr. Loftin says that
there is never a problem finding
the next week’s speaker and that
fact says a lot about our
community in that the area
pastors are willing to volunteer
their time to our students.
According to Mrs. Smith there is
no better way to start a day at
Sam Houston. She says, “I walk
away feeling lifted up, re-
energized, and ready to tackle my
day, and each student who walks
in and hears God’s truth will be
encouraged as well.” The club’s
purpose is to foster an
atmosphere where students can
learn more about Christ and what
His plan is for their lives.  

At the heart of every school is the
Student Council.  At SHHS, Mrs.
Barto has been the faculty
advisor for this body of students
for 23 years.  The Council is
entrusted, through election by
their peers and faculty, to plan
events, incorporate new ideas,
carry out Bronco traditions, live a
high standard of leadership, and
bring honor and respect to Sam
Houston High School and all its
students, staff, and alumni. In a
typical meeting, the President
and the fellow officers cover
what the council has done
recently and what it has planned
for future events. The success of
student council is built upon the
election of the students who will
pursue the right course of action
for the right reasons.  

The average reader reads 300
words per minute. If a teen

reads just 15 minutes/day, that
adds up to 31,500 words per
week. Studies show that for

every 100,000 words read, the
reader’s vocabulary growth is

50%. (YALSA.org) Increased
vocabulary and reading

fluency creates a better test
taker. Check out a print or

eBook today! 

Check out “Gale’s Testing and
Education Reference Center”
on your Launchpad for FREE

testing preparation (password
is Calcasieu). Improve your

score. Explore Careers.
Vocational Test Prep. 

Available on Launchpad



Device Reminders
Must have CPSB issued laptop
Bring your charger
Update your computer

Windows update
Dell updates

Know your password!
Computers will stay in testing
rooms Monday March 6.

ACT- March 7
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 Visit the school's website or Facebook page for more info!

Gay-Straight Alliance is part of a
national network of clubs with the
goal of uniting LGBTQ and allied
youth and is sponsored by Mrs. Lebert
and Mrs. Wamsley. The goal of the
Sam Houston Gay Straight Alliance
(GSA) is to provide an alliance
between all students, regardless of
sexual orientation or gender identity.
By building an environment based on
tolerance, acceptance, and inclusivity,
we will strive for a community in
which the personal well-being of one
person is the priority of all people.
This purpose is carried out through
meetings every other Thursday after
school with adults who bring
resources and experiences that help
them serve as mentors. These
“supportive gatherings” as termed by
Mrs. Lebert include awareness lessons
—like the focus of February: Teen
Dating Violence—but most
importantly it provides “a space
united with others where they can
feel comfortable with their unique
identity.” GSA is meant to serve as an
outlet for new friends and
connections within the school and
broader community. GSA, with the
help of these two individuals, is
strengthening the colors of our
community one vibrant hue at a time. 

GSA

Extra on the Extra-Curriculars
Continued

JUNIORS!

5 ACT TEST TIPS5 ACT TEST TIPS
Answer EVERY question before time is called.
ENGLISH: Always choose the phrase that is less wordy, and
avoid saying the same thing twice.
READING: Quickly read through each passage.  Each
passage should be read in less than 4 minutes.
MATH: To finish all 60 questions in 60 minutes, you need
to be past question #30 at the halfway mark—hopefully
between questions 35 and 40—or you will run out of time.
SCIENCE: Each passage only contains 1-2 “tricky” or
“tougher” questions, so the key in science is to stay on
time. Let go of the tougher ones: focus on the easier ones.

FROM MRS. DEFELICE



Jag's
got jokes

For some people, prison
is just one word. For
others it can be a
sentence...
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Breanna Fontenot
STUCO Treasurer


